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Who Are We?

The Arab America Foundation (AAF) is a non-profit (501c3) educational and cultural organization established in 2019. The mission of AAF is to promote the Arab heritage, educate Americans about the Arab identity, and to empower and connect Arab Americans with each other and with diverse organizations across the U.S.
Join Our Movement

Promoting Arab Heritage:
Arab America and the Arab America Foundation launched the National Arab American Heritage Month initiative in 2017, with just a handful of states recognizing the initiative. Each year, our grass-roots network of over 250 Arab American volunteers in 26 states gathers hundreds of proclamations from their states, counties, municipalities, and local school districts.

Educating Americans:
Recognizing there is an inaccurate image of Arabs in the U.S., the Arab America Foundation seeks to provide an alternative narrative. AAF educates Americans about Arab identity via the nationally recognized website www.ArabAmerica.com.

Recognizing Rising Leaders:
Rising Leaders is a remarkable initiative that aims to honor and applaud the accomplishments of Arab Americans. This program serves as a platform to acknowledge the exceptional talents and contributions made by Arab Americans across three distinct age categories: 40 Under 40, 30 Under 30, and 20 Under 20.

Connecting and Empowering Arab Americans:
Connect Arab America: Empowerment Summit is an unforgettable experience engaging a diverse community of like-minded individuals, visionary community leaders, and influential speakers. The summit covers a range of topics, including entrepreneurship/business, women empowerment, youth leadership, and celebrations of our rich heritage through captivating cultural presentations, music, entertainment, cuisine, and exhibits.
Diamond $15,000

- Sponsor: 2024 Connect Arab America: Empowerment Summit
- Sponsor: National Arab American Heritage Month (April 2025)
- 15 Registrations to Summit
- 2 VIP Gala Hafla Banquet Tables
- Primary Banner on Arab America E-News (12 Months, 75,000 email subscribers)
- Speaker at Summit or Gala Hafla
- Verbal Mention at All Events
- Logo in Summit Program Book
- Logo on all Print and Digital Signage
- Logo on Event Website
- Prime Exhibit Table
- Special Cousin Membership (1 year)
Platinum $10,000

- Sponsor: 2024 Connect Arab America: Empowerment Summit
- 10 Registrations to Summit
- 1 VIP Gala Hafla Banquet Table
- Primary Banner on Arab America E-News (6 Months, 75,000 email subscribers)
- Verbal Mention at All Events
- Logo in Summit Program Book
- Logo on all Print and Digital Signage
- Logo on Event Website
- Prime Exhibit Table
- Special Cousin Membership (1 year)
Champion $5,000

- Sponsor: 2024 Connect Arab America: Empowerment Summit
- 6 Registrations to Summit
- 1 VIP Gala Hafla Banquet Table
- Primary Banner on Arab America E-News (3 Months, 75,000 email subscribers)
- Verbal Mention at All Events
- Logo in Summit Program Book
- Logo on all Print and Digital Signage
- Logo on Event Website
- Prime Exhibit Table
- Special Cousin Membership (1 year)
Builder $2,500

- Sponsor: 2024 Connect Arab America: Empowerment Summit
- 4 Registrations to Summit
- 1 Gala Hafla Banquet Table for 6
- Verbal Mention at All Events
- Logo in Summit Program Book
- Logo on all Print and Digital Signage
- Logo on Event Website
- Prime Exhibit Table
- Special Cousin Membership (1 year)
Supporter $1,500

- Sponsor: 2024 Connect Arab America: Empowerment Summit
- 2 Registrations to Summit
- Verbal Mention at All Events
- Name in Summit Program Book
- Logo on all Print and Digital Signage
- Special Cousin Membership (1 year)
Click Here to Sponsor

For More Information:
877-272-2944

info@arabamericafoundation.com

www.arabamericafoundation.org